
11. East Javanese “Srempegy pelogpatet wolu” (4:30)
Gamelan ensemble directed by Pak Kasdu (drummer), managed by PakTaslan 
Harsono
An example of East Javanese gamelan music used to accompany wayang topeng 
(masked dance drama) and wayang kulit (shadow puppetry) in the Malang region, 
“Srempeg” is similar to a Central Javanese piece of the same name used to accom
pany entrances, exits, and moderate levels of fighting in the theater. However, the 
structures are different, and East Javanese playing emphasizes crisp, highly synco
pated drumming.
Recorded by R. Anderson Sutton on 10 July 1986 in Karang Tengah, Java

12. Accompanied cakepung song “Pemungkah” (“Opening”) (3:41)
Sekaha Cakepung “Taat,” co-directed by Ida Bagus Gede and Ida Bagus Djelantik 
A recreational music-dance form that originated in Lombok, cakepung employs a 
group of male singers who imitate the sounds and functions of gamelan instru
ments. An unmetered introduction based on Hindu East Javanese romantic poems 
is followed by a metered section involving both instruments (flutes and bowed 
lute) and voices. Although such performances may accompany ritual, they can also 
be recreational, with much drinking of palm wine and a progressive lowering of 
players’ inhibitions.
Recorded by David Harnish on 9 July 1983 in Amlapura, Bali

13. Sasak shadow play music “Telaga dundan” (“Eternal Pond”) (3:30)
Musicians directed by I Gede Budiarta
The theatrical tales portrayed in the shadow-puppet theater of the Sasak people of 
Lombok derive from the Menak cycle concerning the hero Amir Hamzah and the 
early Islamic world. “Telaga Dundan ” accompanies both the removal of the pup
pets from their box and the introduction of the main puppet, the gunungan (sym

bolizing the cosmic mountain), with two smaller puppets behind it representing 
Adam and Eve. The ensemble, tuned in pelog, is led by a flute (suling).
Recorded by David Harnish on 23 July 1989 in Cakranegara, West Lombok

14. Filipino ensemble pieces “7£W”and “Kuriri” (2:37)
Performed by members of the Ajijil family
These are two examples of instrumental music performed during a festival by 
members of the Yakan minority from Lamitan in the southern Philippines. The 
instruments used are the kwintang(se.t of five small bossed gongs in a rack), agung 
(set of three deep-rimmed hanging gongs), gabbang (five-key xylophone), and gan- 
dang (bamboo slit drum).
Recorded by Ramon P. Santos in 1994 in Davao City, Basilan Province,
Philippines

15. Song “Kulilal nipuguq” of the Quail”) (3:50)
Performed by Bunjag (vocal) and Lamuna O (tube zither)
The kulilal love song is of recent origin and stems from contact with peoples of 
the Sulu Sea. The poetry, which mixes several languages, is made exceptionally 
intimate through severe simplification, allowing lovers to exchange messages in 
subtle and secret ways. The text is: “Oh, yes, I know it/ A weir of stones, a stony 
weir/ Tagperara is beyond/ I only have to walk/ And I went there/ For a graceful 
maiden.”
Recorded by Nicole Revel-Macdonald, Charles Macdonald, and Jose Maceda in 
March 1972 in Kangrian, Palawan Highlands, Philippines

Notes on the Audio Examples

1. Frogs (4:45)
Although these sounds might seem merely curious, frogs in fact have great signifi
cance to Southeast Asian farmers. Frog sounds are welcome as an indication that 
generous rains have fallen, that the rice crop will be successful, and that the flood
ed fields are full of delicious fish, shrimp, insects, and frogs. Prosperity will follow, 
at least for that year.
Recorded by Terry E. Miller on 14 September 1988 in Mahasarakham, Thailand

2. Chinese-Thai sizhu ensemble piece “ Chung we mengy>i^Moon Shining Brightly in 
the Spring”) (4:55)
The majority of Chinese-Thai trace their lineage to the Chaozhou area of 
Guangdong province. The amateur “silk and bamboo” (sizhu) ensemble heard here 
is distinguished by its lead fiddle (the nasal and piercing tou xian) and its stereo
typed rhythmic variation patterns, some of which are heard in this piece. Amateur 
musicians, primarily local businessmen, play this music for recreation in a music 
room attached to one of the local Chinese temples. They use a variety of instru
ments, including—in this case—certain modern “bass” versions of traditional 
plucked and bowed lutes.
Recorded by Terry E. Miller on 27 January 1974 at a Chinese temple in Roi-et, 
Thailand

3. Khmer classical pinn peat ensemble dance piece “ Thep monorom” (4:48)
Performed by musicians from the Royal University of Fine Arts, Phnom Penh 
During the years of the Khmer Rouge reign of terror (1975-1979), the city of 
Phnom Penh was emptied and thousands died or were exiled, including most 
musicians and dancers. After being liberated in 1979, the few surviving musicians 
and dancers began rebuilding Cambodia’s classical traditions. The ensemble heard


